Thank you for buying a Krivo *Micro-Manóuche* pickup for guitar
To install your new pickup simply follow these steps:

1. Take two small lentil sized pieces of the included putty, and apply to each side of the pickup as shown. Flatten the putty as much as you can to avoid adding any unnecessary height to the pickup. It only takes a tiny amount of putty to securely adhere the pickup to the guitar.

Note: For archtop jazz guitars it is usually better to place a slightly larger amount of putty in the center of the pickup.

2. Place your pickup on the guitar such that the Krivo logo is centered in relationship to the fretboard. Then, gently but firmly, press the pickup down onto the guitar using a slight rocking motion until it is securely affixed.

3. Simply plug the attached 1/4” cable in to your amplifier and you are ready to play. Placing the pickup close to the fretboard results in a warmer sound, while a placement closer to the bridge results in a brighter sound. Experiment to see which placement you prefer.

If you have any questions regarding your new pickup please email me at: krivopickups@gmail.com or visit www.krivopickups.com